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Dear Mr Rivett, 

I am sorry to burden you with more ‘information’ at this late stage in the proceedings, but I am prompted to 

do so for two reasons. The first is the inclusion of Submission 616 regarding Policy WLP4.2 by 

Christchurch Estates. The fact that they have chosen to include the complete details of their Planning 

Application for this site (outline planning has since been granted but not signed off) in order to establish its 

soundness, it seems only right that the considerable opposition and controversial circumstances that 

surround this Application should therefore also be brought to your attention. To this end I am attaching 

Three Appendices. The first is ‘Objections to Application DC/17/3981’ – a document circulated to the 

members of the Planning Committee before the Planning Meeting on April 17
th 

2018, the second is my

‘Three Minutes’ – the time allotted for me to speak at that Planning Meeting, and the third is 

correspondence I have had with Philip Ridley. Head of Planning, subsequent to that meeting. These 

Appendices I believe shed light on the way the council’s planners regard this site and which I believe has a 

direct relationship to how they how they have handled it in their preparation of the Local Plan.  

One aspect, which reinforces the need for this to be examined, is the consideration of ‘bio-diversity’ and 

‘habitats’ relating to this site. The developer claims in the conclusion to their submission (4.3) that the 

development proposals will make a positive contribution to the delivery of “the provision of new bio-

diverse habitats,” and which the Planners maintain will mitigate any harm caused by the developing of this 

Greenfield site. As you will see from my correspondence with Mr Ridley there is a question as to the 

legality of this given a new ruling in the European Court on 5
th

 June of this year which has established this

cannot be regarded as a ‘mitigating’ strategy if it is not integral to the main purpose of the project. To draw 

your attention to this recent ruling which relates to this site is the second reason for my late intervention. Mr 

Ridley, who is taking legal advice on this, has yet to come back to me. 

As you will see in the first  Appendix 1  (Objection to Planning Application DC17/3981) the Council’s 

Planners have ignored Suffolk Wildlife’s concerns regarding the habitat of various protected species on this 

site.  They have also ignored policies relating to the preserving of Tributary Valley Farmland which their 

own Sustainabilty Appraisal notes that “Dependent on the sites selected to accommodate development, 

levels of growth elsewhere are unlikely to have such a significant effect on the landscape with the exception 

of Halesworth which is surrounded by sensitive tributary valley farmland and rural river valley 

landscapes”.  

It seems that the Planners disregard of Policies in relation to this planning application is consistent with their 

disregard for the NPPF in preparing the Local Plan in relation to this site. The purpose of sending you this 

additional information is to add weight to the lack of soundness regarding Policy WLP4.2 and the Planner’s 
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failure to justify their support for this site – Mr Ridley, himself, still as yet has failed to answer most of the 

key questions I have put to him to be found in Appendix 3, in spite of repeated requests and I have not heard 

from him since July 5
th

.

One further point to emphasise is that the ‘Flooding Assessment Document’ commissioned by Christchurch 

Estates supporting this Application blatantly states in para 7.4 (sub-titled Flooding from the land (overland 

pluvial flood risk) “The SFRA (Waveney) does not specifically mention surface water flooding to be an 

issue in Halesworth.” However, the SFRA clearly states (9.3.19) “Halesworth is at risk of flooding and 

that ‘high property densities’ situated on both sides of the river, which runs through the centre of the 
Town (the Chediston watercourse) exacerbate flooding situations.” This watercourse runs adjacent to the 

site will be the main receptor for any run-off during prolonged and heavy rainfall. The Suffolk Flood 

Authority, as the lead statutory advisory body to Waveney, relied on the Developer’s Flooding Report to 

respond to any Flood risk that may appertain to this site. Waveney, in turn, have accepted Suffolk’s 

determination in this respect, but given that the Developers’ document is in denial of any surface water 

flooding in Halesworth in this area and that neither Authorities appear to have consulted the Waveney 

district’s SFRA,  this ‘determination’ must be regarded as suspect.  

Finally, the conclusion (at 4.4) by Christchurch Estates that “ The Waveney Local Plan by allocating the 

land at Chediston Street Halesworth for residential development is considered sound and compliant with 

national planning policy” has to be questioned given my submission that it runs contrary to at least fifteen 

NPPF Policies. Incidentally, with regard to my submission (774) you will be aware that in this I have made 

a comparison to another site in Halesworth. I am not intending that this other site be taken into account per 

se as I fully appreciate that you are only dealing with the soundness of Policies in the Final Plan. Its 

inclusion is merely to highlight as one example  the failure by the planners, when drafting the Local Plan, to 

take on board the statutory guidance in National Policy which require them to choose sites which are to be 

preferred on account of their being more sustainable. 

My formal complaint mentioned in a footnote at the end of my submission has now gone to the Ombudsman 

– this is regarding a failure by Councillors to declare a non-pecuniary vested interest at the planning meeting 

on April 17
th

 when they considered the Application from Christchurch Estates. At the time of writing this

still on-going – the Ombudsman has informed me they are awaiting further information from the council. 

My thanks for your time in reading this and again my apologies for sending you so much additional material 

at this stage in the proceedings.  

Yours sincerely, 

Michael Fagg 



Appendix 1: Objection to the Planning Application Ref DC/17/3981/OUT

Introduction: 

The purport of this document is that the District Planners in recommending this Application for 
approval have:  

1) failed to give sufficient weight  to the LDF Statutory Policy in the light of the Supreme Court
judgment 10th May 2017.

2) failed to take proper account of other LDF Policies to which this application is in conflict,
notably CS11, CS16, DM29 and CS03.

3) failed to follow Guidelines in Paragraph 14 of the National Planning Policy Framework as to
when the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ does not apply.

4) failed to properly assess the ‘sustainability’ of the Application both in regard to issues
specific to the site and in relation to alternative sites.

This document also offers a firm rebuttal of the ‘Planning Balance’ put forward by the Planners and 
their ‘Conclusion’ that follows. 

1) The failure to give sufficient weight to LDF Statutory Policy

Christchurch Estates have submitted a document in support of their application indicating that the 
Council’s Policy on Housing Supply is out of date, being unable to demonstrate an adequate 5 year 
land supply. They state that the presumption in favour of granting permission set out in paragraph 14 
of the NPPF therefore has to be taken into account.  

The District Planners in their Planning Assessment document regarding this Application refer to The 
Supreme Court judgement of Suffolk Coastal District Council v Hopkins Homes and Richborough 
Estates v Cheshire East Borough Council 2017. They state (8.15) that it makes clear that the primary 
purpose of paragraph 49 is to trigger the operation of a tilted balance in paragraph 14 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework. 

The Developer also briefly mentions this judgement in their planning statement in similar terms - but 
both Planners and the Developer fail to acknowledge that that this judgement contains a ‘landmark’ 
ruling which gives clarification on ‘the presumption in favour of sustainable development in granting 
planning permission’.  The important clarification on this by Judge Carnwath in the Supreme Court 
last year on 10th May establishes that, though specific policies relating to Housing Supply may not be 
up to date, this does not invalidate other policies, such as those dealing with the Countryside or 
Infrastructure and that these policies should continue to be given their full material weight in the 
decision making process. In other words, the statutory local plan – in this case the LDF – cannot be 
dismissed as a whole as being out of date (which was the case before this ruling) and the decision in 
these circumstances should not be considered solely in the context of the presumption in favour of 
sustainable development.  The judgement states that “Paragraph 14 of the NPPF cannot, and is 
clearly not intended to, detract from the priority given by statute to the development plan.” 

It is exactly this priority which the District Planners have failed to acknowledge.  The judgment 
makes clear that the ‘starting point’ for decision making regarding planning applications should be 
the statutory Local Plan. The District Planners in their summary (at 1.3) put the NPPF guidelines on 
promoting a presumption in favour of sustainable development first and only then (at 1.4) mention the 



site being contrary to the Development Plan.  It is important as well to note that Lord Carnwath in the 
Supreme Court emphasised that the NPPF contains only guidelines which are not ‘statutory’ when it 
comes to decision making. The NPPF is only statutory in the preparation of Planning Policies for the 
local plan. Again in the Planners’ Application Document under Planning Policy, the NPPF is put first 
(at 7.1) and the LDF Waveney Core Strategy after (at 7.2) which indicates a failure to recognise the 
relative importance of these documents when it comes to statutory decision making.  

With regard to how important he regards the priority that should be given to the statutory Local Plan, 
the Judge gives the timely reminder that there is “a requirement with which the decision maker must 
comply, namely that the decision maker could be faulted were he to fail to give effect to that priority”. 

The District Planners note that the LDF Policies to which this application is in conflict are CS01, 
DM01 and DM22. The Supreme Court judgement indicated that these (Local Plan Policies) should be 
given their full material weight as statutory Policies in any ‘tilted balance’ triggered by Paragraph 49. 

Policy CS01: Spacial Strategy  
“Development will be on previously developed land within the built-up areas, with more than 50% 
of housing and 60% of employment expected to be delivered on brownfield sites. An integral part of 
the strategy will be to protect and enhance local distinctiveness and the green infrastructure of the 
District, such as open space and biodiversity”. 

Policy DM01: Physical Limits 

“Development will be concentrated within the physical limits of the main towns and villages listed 
below. Outside these locations, development will be regarded as being in the open countryside where 
the objective is to preserve the countryside for its own sake”. 

Policy DM22: Housing Development in the Countryside 

“Housing development will not be permitted in the open countryside except ……where housing would 
meet an identified local housing need”. 

2) The failure to take proper account of other LDF Policies

Policy CS11: Housing 

 “A sequential approach to allocated sites and proposals for development will be taken”. 

The proposed development is on a greenfield site outside of the physical limits of Halesworth and 
therefore is the least sequentially preferable type of site, which would bring it into conflict with Policy 
CS11. The Planners state “the Council’s latest Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 
Update 2017 indicates that there is insufficient land over the next 5 years to accommodate the need 
for housing” and so the Planners argue this brings the application into conformity with Policy CS11.  



This SHLAA document merely “produces a revised forecast of the land available to meet housing 
requirements for the plan period to 2025 and follows the same methodology as that used in the 2012 
SHLAA”.   The supposed need for further housing beyond their forecast does not bring the 
Application Site into conformity with Policy CS11 as the District Planners would have us believe – 
this site is not even listed as an additional site in “sites not included in the planning process as of 
March 2017”. Policy CS11 should therefore be added to the list of Policies to which this 
application is in conflict.  

 
Policies CS16 and DM29: Natural Environment and Protection of Biodiversity 

CS16 “Proposals should conserve and contribute towards the enhancement of 
the ...... habitats and species in the Suffolk Biodiversity Action Plan”. 

DM29 “All development proposals should….. minimise the fragmentation of habitats”. 

A range of species including the Suffolk Priority species of grey partridge, linnet and brown hare 
were all recorded on site during an ecological survey by Suffolk Wildlife. Their report (7th 
November 2017) on the site indicates that development in this location would result in a net loss of 
habitat suitable for these species in this area. Their conclusion is that: “Based on the information 
provided it appears that the proposed development would result in adverse impacts on a number of 
species, including several UK Priority species. The proposal must therefore be considered against 
the requirements of Waveney DC Local Plan policies CS16 and DM29. Consent should not be 
granted for development which is contrary to these policies”. 
 
One of those priority species recorded on the site is the linnet. The linnet is on the RSPB’s ‘red’ 
species list of conservation importance and is protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 
1981. 
   
Instead of addressing this conflict in their ‘Planning Considerations’ the Planners are content to 
merely refer to “Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s comments as summarised in paragraphs 4.22-4.24 above” 
and to quote instead at length (8.46) the Developer’s uninformed opinion – which of course is not 
without vested interest – regarding the habitats and practices of these species: “Although parts of the 
existing land provide potential nesting sites for Grey Partridge, these are extremely limited, and there 
is far more suitable, and extensive, habitat in the farmland to the west….. The proposed scheme will 
actually enhance the site for wildlife, as the western side will comprise a belt of tree and shrub 
planting with wildflower meadow creation…. And as with the partridge, the fields to the west contain 
a more diverse sward, and thus better foraging and breeding opportunities for Brown Hare”.  One 
needs to ask on whose wildlife expertise are they basing their conclusions?  Are these priority species 
likely to nest and forage on artificially landscaped ground on the edge of a large housing estate? The 
Planners also do not acknowledge further correspondence from the Suffolk Wildlife Trust (respected 
specialists in this area) in March this year which states “as the proposed development will result in the 
loss of some habitat for these species we maintain our recommendation that the proposal is 
considered against the requirements of Waveney DC Local Plan policies CS16 and DM29 in its 
determination”. This recommendation has been ignored by the Planners. 
 
The Planners also fail to address (or even mention) the conflict with Policies CS16 and DM29 in 
their ‘Planning Considerations’.  
 
 



Policy CS03: Flooding and Coastal Erosion 
As can be seen from the map provided, the application site lies adjacent to a high risk flood Zone. At  

 

times of pluvial rainfall this tributary to the Blyth River floods. The construction of any roads or 
buildings on adjacent land where the run-off feeds into this river will aggravate the problem of pluvial  
flooding which affects properties on the north side of Chediston Street and then the town itself. 
 
 

 “Development that would increase the risk of flooding or coastal erosion will not be permitted”. 

 

 
 
Photo(a) Pluvial flooding in garden north side Chediston Street swelling to photo) Thoroughfare, Halesworth 
9th August 2017 
 
 



Due to the large quantities of water under these conditions it is not possible to mitigate any increased 
risk - the only way to obviate the consequences is by not building on land adjacent to this Blyth 
tributary, namely the Application site. Climate change will increase this risk further by the likelihood 
of pluvial flooding occurring more often. 

 
3) The failure to follow Guidelines in Paragraph 14 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework as to when the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ does not 
apply 
 
Paragraph 14 provides for the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ where relevant 
policies in the development plan are out of date. For decision-taking this means “granting permission 
unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, 
when assessed against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole; or specific policies in this 
Framework indicate development should be restricted”. 
 
The example given in the NPPF guidelines of such a specific policy which would restrict development 
is in paragraph 119 which states that “The presumption in favour of sustainable development 
(paragraph 14) does not apply where development requiring appropriate assessment under the Birds 
or Habitats Directives is being considered planned or determined”. This is just an example and 
comes from a list which Lord Carnwath in the Supreme Court said was “not exhaustive”.  
Furthermore, he went on to say that “though it refers in terms only to policies in the Framework itself, 
it is clear in my view that the list is to be read as including the related development plan policies”.  In 
this case LDF Policies on the Natural Environment and Protection of Biodiversity Policy CS16 and 
DM29 would be regarded as specific policies which indicate development should be restricted and the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development should not apply. 
 
 
4) The failure  to properly assess the ‘sustainability’ of the Application both in regard to 
issues specific to the site and in relation to alternative sites.  
 
The paragraphs 8.19-8.21 in the council’s document under Sustainable Development recommending 
this site to be granted planning permission are woefully inadequate. The first paragraph merely states 
the three dimensions to sustainable development as being economic, social and environmental. The 
second paragraph makes the case for the economic role. These sustainable benefits are generic and so 
do not make this development any more sustainable than would be another of the same size. Some of 
these are also short term. The third paragraph makes the case for sustainability on it being located 
approximately 600 metres from the town centre and therefore having excellent access to services and 
facilities. It also states that the site has good access to employment premises in the town, the railway 
station and the primary school. With development to the south of the site and to the east, the site is 
considered to constitute a logical extension of the town.  All this appears plausible on the surface but a 
slightly deeper analysis (below) shows that the site is much less sustainable than appears, and when 
compared to other alternative sites in Halesworth it fails every sustainable sector: 
 

• The ‘walking’ distance of 600 metres to the town does not, as the Planners claim, give 
“excellent access to services and facilities”. The school, the surgery and station are twice that 
distance and the employment areas, the proposed sport and health facilities are three times the 
distance all located on the other side of the town. This makes the proposal very much less 
sustainable.  

• There will be an increase of traffic flow from this site through the town to schools, the 
surgery, the station and employment areas, as well as to the larger shopping centres of 
Lowestoft and Beccles. There would be no such traffic flow in the contrary direction through 



the town from the sites located in the north of the town. 
• There is no bus route or cycle path into town from this site – the nearest bus stop is quarter of 

a mile uphill from the proposed entrance to the site. By contrast, sites in the north are directly 
on the bus route into town and to the Secondary School in Bungay, while a cycle path runs 
from Old Station Road (location of alternative site 122 in the north) past the Primary School 
and station and surgery to the town itself. 

• With development “to the south of the site and to the east”, the site is considered by the 
Planners to constitute a logical extension of the town. On a map (desk –top planning) this may 
be true, but in reality the existing development to the south cannot be seen from the B1123 
due to it being beyond the ridge of the hill and separated by Poplar trees (see photograph at 
top of this document). The “logical extension” then just becomes an ‘urban sprawl’.  

• The site has a permanent double negative in the Waveney ‘Sustainability Appraisal Report’ – 
it is predominantly Grade 2 Agricultural land as opposed to Grade 3 on other available sites.  
NPPF paragraph 212 states that “development on agricultural land should be directed 
towards lower quality agricultural land.” 

• The site covers 9.1 hectares but the development space is only 5.1 hectares. This proportion is 
not a sustainable use of Grade 2 Agricultural land being lost to urban development.  

• Building on this site will increase the risk of pluvial flooding affecting properties on the north 
side of Chediston Street and the Town Centre. This is a serious ‘negative’ in sustainable 
terms. 

• The high costs involved in dealing with Archaeological issues, a historic Town Dump, a new 
sewer along Chediston Street and mitigation measures for surface water flooding and 
landscaping all make this site less sustainable than alternative sites without these costly 
issues.  

• The site is highly visible in the landscape – the sustainability directive in the NPPF states that 
“development should be directed towards sites that have less impact on the environment”. 
Site 122 in the north of the town is bordered on three sides by development and on the fourth 
by a railway line and as an infill would have virtually no impact on the countryside. 

• The site will not promote a younger demographic for the town (the main strategy for 
Halesworth in the new Local Plan). Being located some distance from schools, employment 
areas and the proposed health and sports facilities it will not attract younger families – in 
sustainable terms this is not looking after future generations. 

 
The District Planners in the ‘Planning Consideration’ of sustainability (8.21) gave only one or two 
positives and no negative in what should one assumes was an exercise in ascertaining the tilted 
balance regarding the presumption in favour of sustainable development. It seems the whole integrity 
of this Application proposal is predicated on the one positive benefit that is not generic to all the sites 
– the ‘walking’ proximity to the town’s centre. But even that does not really stand up to scrutiny – it 
takes only a few minutes longer to walk there from the alternative Site 122. This one non-generic 
benefit may then be contrasted to the ten bullet points above which constitute the specific adverse 
impacts which “significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits”.  One cannot be expected to 
make an intelligent judgement about such matters without being given a ‘balanced’ picture.  
 
 
 
 
A firm rebuttal of the ‘Planning Balance’ put forward by the Planners 
 
The Planners conclude (8.53) that the Application conflicts with three Policies in the LDF: CS01, 
DM01 and DM22. To these must be added CS11, CS16, DM29 and CS03. These seven Policies 
should be given their full material weight in the planning balance – they are carefully considered and 



constructed statutory policies whose purpose is to protect our environment from abuse by Developers 
or Planners and should not be just swept aside on the basis of what is less than a 1% shortfall in 
housing supply. The Policies C16 and DM29 on biodiversity and Policy DM22 on the Countryside 
should be regarded as specific policies which indicate development should be restricted and the 
presumption in favour of sustainable development should not apply.  
 
The Planners then (8.55) reiterate Paragraph 49 of the National Planning Policy Framework and the 
triggering of the ‘tilted balance’ under paragraph 14 of the NPPF. They note it states that “planning 
permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the Framework taken as a 
whole”.  They omit, however, to add that it also says “unless …. specific policies in this Framework 
indicate development should be restricted”. 
 
It has been established in this document that there are many adverse impacts that “significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits” which were not taken into account in the ‘planning balance’ by 
the Planners – most notably those which make this site specifically less sustainable. The few benefits 
put forward by the planners are on the whole generic and largely short-term.  
 
The planners indicate (8.56) that the site’s inclusion in the Final Draft of the Local Plan as Policy 
WLP4.2 should allow for some “rather limited” weighting as there will be an opportunity for 
objections to be made to the plan. A representation under the Town and Country Act 2012 is being 
submitted to the Council questioning the ‘soundness’ of the inclusion of this specificPolicy in the new 
Local Plan. ‘No weight’ at all can therefore be given to the inclusion until this has been resolved as 
the Policy may yet prove to be unsound. 
 
The Planners claim (8.57) that “Although the site is outside the physical limits as defined by Policy 
DM01, it is located adjacent to them and is conveniently located for access into the town centre by 
foot or cycle”. This statement is questionable as to its validity.  There is nothing in the Policy DM01 
that indicates being “adjacent” to a settlement boundary makes it therefore acceptable as a proposal 
for development – especially one of this size. That would negate the whole point of a settlement 
boundary. The point about it being conveniently located for access to the town centre by “foot or 
cycle” is simply false. The town may be convenient for access by foot in terms of distance, but 
Chediston Street has extremely narrow pavements (non-existent in places) making walking with a 
child buggy or wheelchair very difficult. The presence of parked cars the whole length (sometimes 
mounted on the pavement) and traffic often travelling too fast exacerbate the problems. As Chediston 
Street is one way, cyclists must travel up a fairly steep hill (Roman Way) from the proposed site 
entrance for quarter of a mile before joining the very busy London Road south of the town, where 
there is no cycle path, and crossing two roundabouts in order to reach the Town Car Park a further 
quarter of a mile away. 
 
It is noted (8.58) that the Highway Authority raises no objection to the development subject to the 
inclusion of conditions and a Section 106 agreement to satisfactorily mitigate the impacts of the 
development. But the proposals for footpaths and a roundabout are expensive and only partially offset 
by section 106 agreements making it a less sustainable option. The mitigation of impacts does not 
remove the impact – there are still here negatives that should be in the ‘balance’. 
 
The following three comments (8.59-8.61) are similarly dismissed by ‘mitigation at the planning stage 
or by the imposition of conditions.’ Again this does not remove the ‘negative impact’, and the ‘costs’ 
involved can be substantial as, for instance, a ‘whole site’ survey is required by Suffolk 
Archaeological Service and their report states they “would not advise refusal of planning permission 
if the developer is happy to accept the risk of revisions to the site which would have both financial and 
time costs”.  



 
The final paragraph of the Planning Balance (8.62) is a repeat of the Planners’ assertion that the site is 
close to the town centre and is considered to be a sustainable location. This has been shown not to be 
the case in the ten bullet points under the heading “The failure to properly assess the ‘sustainability’ 
of the Application” (page5). 
 
The final sentence by the Planners that “There have been no objections from stakeholders subject to 
suitably worded conditions or a section 106 Agreement” does not make sense! One can only presume 
they meant something like ‘no objections that cannot be mitigated subject to suitably worded 
conditions etc.’ This statement, however, is clearly not supportable.  Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s 
objection regarding the habitat of protected species cannot be mitigated, and all ten of the bulleted 
objections above (ref pages 5-6) that the site is “not sustainable” also cannot be mitigated.  Moreover, 
only a handful of the 35 objections by the resident stakeholders of Halesworth and the Town Council 
noted by the Planners can actually be mitigated. The majority of the 35 objections were not even 
addressed. The aggravated pluvial flooding issue cannot be mitigated but only obviated by not 
building on a site that poses this risk. It should be remembered that ‘mitigation’ does not mean that 
the negative impact becomes a positive one – it is only mitigated and the extent to which that can be 
achieved determines the level of negative impact to be retained as part of the ‘Planning Balance’. 

 

A Rebuttal of the Conclusion 

The first paragraph of the Planners’ Conclusion fails to do justice to what Judge Carnwath regarded as 
the ‘starting point’ for making a decision on applications for planning permission which is the 
statutory Local Plan (LDF) and its Policies.  The District Planners merely state (9.1) that “This 
application is contrary to the development plan as the site lies outside the “physical limits” boundary 
for Halesworth”.   
 
A more balanced and true  statement would read: “This application is contrary to the statutory policies 
CS01, DM01 and DM22 in the development plan as the site lies outside the ‘physical limits’ boundary 
for Halesworth which is regarded as open countryside where housing will not be permitted. Also the 
application is contrary to Policies CS16 and DM29 regarding Natural Environment and Protection of 
Biodiversity in failing to “minimise the fragmentation of habitat” of protected and priority species. In 
addition, the application is contrary to Policy CS03 on flooding which states “Development that 
would increase the risk of flooding …. will not be permitted”.” 
 
The next statement (9.2) by the Planners should, in this instance, not be retained regarding the 
“shortfall of housing supply” together with the NPPF ruling that “planning permission should be 
granted unless the adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 
benefits”. This ‘tilted’ presumption in favour of sustainable development should not be applied in the 
light of the proviso that “specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be 
restricted” and Lord Carnwath’s view that these would include the related policies in the Local Plan. 
This does not mean, however, that all ‘material considerations’ should not be taken into account and 
the negative impacts not weighed against the benefits. It should be made clear, however, that these 
material considerations do not necessarily by themselves overrule the statutory policies of the LDF on 
the countryside or environment which are not considered to be out of date. 
 
The next paragraph (9.3) has been changed here – the positives to negatives – to reflect the evidence 
given above. It should now read ‘Though the site is located close to Halesworth town centre it is not 
easily accessible by sustainable modes of transport and does not have excellent access to facilities and 
services. There have been a number of objections to the proposed development and impacts that 
cannot be satisfactorily mitigated by the imposition of conditions and requirements in a Section 106 
Agreement.’ 



 
The final paragraph (9.4) should now read: “Taking on board that the Application is in conflict with a 
number of the LDF Policies, this represents a very substantial ‘negative’ aspect when weighing up the 
adverse impact of the proposal against its benefits. Added to this, taking all the material planning 
considerations into account, the unacceptable effects of this development (especially those which 
cannot be mitigated) “significantly and demonstrably” outweigh the benefits, which means that 
overall it cannot be considered as a ‘sustainable’ development. On this basis and in line with LDF 
statutory Policy requirements, planning permission should be refused”. 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 2: Three minute representation at Planning Meeting 17th April 
 
My name is Michael Fagg and I am speaking on behalf of a group of residents from 
Halesworth. 
 
My emphasis here is on matters of Policy  
 
There is now strong and compelling evidence that this Application is in conflict with several 
of Waveney District’s statutory Planning Policies on building in the countryside, conserving 
wildlife habitats and flooding which all state that development will not be permitted where 
these policies are contravened. 
 
Planning permission will not be granted for building on Greenfield sites outside of the 
physical limits of the town, will not be granted where the habitats of protected species like 
Brown Hare, Grey Partridge and the Linnet (all found on this site) are endangered and will 
not be granted where there would be an increase to the risk of flooding. 
 
Lord Carnwath in the Supreme Court has stated that Local Plan Policy should have priority 
and be the starting point for ‘decision making’. He has also ruled that Policies such as these 
LDF Policies on the Countryside are no longer to be regarded as ‘out of date’ on account of a 
shortfall in the housing supply. 
 
In addition Lord Carnwath in his judgement stated “Paragraph 14 of the NPPF cannot, and is 
clearly not intended to, detract from the priority given by statute to the development plan.” 
 
The ‘presumption is favour of sustainable development’ activated by paragraph 49 in the 
NPPF should not apply in this instance due to the ‘restrictive policies’ CS16 and DM29 on 
biodiversity and habitats. 
 
No material weight can be attached to this application site on account of its inclusion in the 
final draft of the new Local Plan as Policy WLP4.2.  A representation under the Town and 
Country Act 2012  has been submitted to Waveney questioning the ‘soundness’ of this 
inclusion and until this is resolved no weight can therefore be given as the Policy may yet 
prove to be unsound. 
 
There is clear evidence that this application is not ‘sustainable’ due to its relatively poor 
location to facilities and services in the town and to sustainable transport.  
 The benefits do not outweigh the numerous adverse impacts which are detailed elsewhere.  
 



Giving due weight to the Application’s conflict with LDF statutory Policies, and taking into 
account the many adverse impacts as ‘material considerations’, planning permission should 
be refused. 
 
Policies in conflict with the application: CS01, DM01,DM22,CS03,CS11, CS16,DM29. 
 
 

 Appendix 3: Letters  to and from Philip Ridley  
 

   

 

 

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL      25th April 
 
Dear Mr Ridley,  
 
I am attaching a letter to you for Confidential reasons together with other attachments mentioned 
in the letter. The letter is rather long so I have sent a hard copy by post 'next day delivery' with 
associated documents (+  digital recordings) which should arrive today. 
 
I wish to assure you that there is nothing here that is meant 'personally' either with regard to 
yourself or your staff - this is purely a matter of planning policy and principle. 
 
I appreciate I am sending you a lot of information, but we would appreciate as speedy a response as 
is possible.  
 
  
Yours faithfully,  
 
Michael Fagg 
 
 
 
25th April 2018 
 
Re: Planning Meeting Tuesday 17th on determining Application DC/17/3981/OUT 
 

Dear Mr Ridley,  
 
As I am sure you will be aware the Planning Committee passed the outline Planning 
Application for development off Chediston Street in Halesworth on last Tuesday (17th April) 
evening.  
 
It was clearly evident during the meeting that there were some gross errors and 
irregularities both with regard to planning process and in the detail of what transpired, 
which absolutely need to be addressed. It needs to be said here, right at the start,  that we 
are not saying this Application should have been passed or refused, but that ‘due process’ 
should have been followed and a ‘fair’ determination made - a considered and balanced 
weighing up of the evidence. 
 
Please find enclosed a digital recording of the meeting (two copies: one in CD audio format 
and one in audio .mp3 format) recorded by a member of the public on Tuesday night, which 



I urge you to listen to. This clearly backs up what follows below which summarises the 
failure by the Planners and the members of the committee to address numerous points in 
planning terms with regard to this Application.  
 
Enclosed is a hard copy of the ‘Objection to planning Application’ document that was sent to 
all members detailing the various Policies which this application contravenes and also 
includes the Judgement from Lord Carnwath in the Supreme Court last year on the 10th May 
- the significance of which will not be lost on you as we know from your press 
announcements in the EADT at the time. This judgement was brought to the attention of 
the Councillors in the ‘Objections document’ and the ‘three minutes’ of allotted time to 
speak at the meeting (a copy of which I also enclose). 
 
The first question that was asked of Philip Rowson (Planning Development Manager) by a 
councillor in relation to the LDF and the emerging Local Plan was, “Which plan are we 
using?” Mr Rowson, in reply, indicated that the current adopted plan carried “gross weight” 
and the new Local Plan carried “limited weight”, but then went on at some length to talk of 
the lack of a five year housing supply and paragraph 49 and paragraph 14 of the NPPF. He 
was clearly pursuing his own agenda and stated quite forcefully and repeatedly that as we 
don’t have five year plan the ‘tilted balance’ should be applied to this Application . The 
councillor then asked. “To come back to my question” (i.e. which plan are we using?) “the 
answer is neither, that is the simple answer?” to which Mr Rowson’s response was, after 
some hesitation, “Yes”.  His answer , apart from being simply wrong in that the ‘starting 
point’ for any decision on a Planning Application has to be the current statutory plan, was 
sufficiently confusing that at the end of the debate that followed, regarding Mr Rowson’s 
instruction that ‘neither’ plan was to be used, one councillor stated “That’s where we are 
completely stuck!”. There was so much discussion about the New Local Plan that any 
‘priority’ that should be afforded the statutory LDF Policies, to which the Application was in 
conflict, was totally overshadowed. 
 
In broad terms regarding the meeting, there were repeated references to the New Local 
Plan and at no point was it made clear that this Application should be determined under 
the Policies of the LDF as the current ‘statutory’ plan together with any material 
considerations. Clearly some weight can be given to a New Local Plan that is in its final 
stages before being ratified, but with regard to this Application being included in it as Policy 
WLP4.2, it was made quite clear in my ‘three minutes’ that a Representation had been made 
to the Council, under the Town and Country Act 2012, questioning the soundness of that 
inclusion, and until that was resolved, no weight could be given to it as its inclusion may 
prove to be unsound. This was completely disregarded and, in the debate that followed, 
several councillors were clearly influenced by its inclusion in the Local Plan. 
 
It is clear that in the Town and Country guidance that “if the application does not accord 
with the development plan it will be refused unless there are material considerations 
indicating that it should be granted”.  It was acknowledged by Mr Perkin (Planning Officer 
that evening) that the site was outside the Physical Boundary of Halesworth and therefore 
was regarded being in the Countryside, but he immediately went on to quoting Paragraph 
14 of the NPPF without recognising that Lord Carnwath, in his judgement last May, 
established that Policies such as those regarding the countryside should not be regarded as 
overruled by Paragraph 14 on account of the lack of five year housing supply. This was not 
made clear. (Again, this was clearly stated in my three minutes but disregarded). Mr Perkin, 
as well as the members in their decision making, failed to give any ‘priority’ to the LDF 
which, as Lord Carnwath pointed out, is “a requirement with which the decision maker must 



comply, namely that the decision maker could be faulted were he to fail to give effect to that 
priority.” 
 
Mr Perkin read out the Paragraph 14 of the NPPF but stopped short of finishing it, thus 
omitting the final exception to the ‘presumption in favour of granting permission’ which is 
that unless “specific policies in this Framework indicate development should be restricted”. 
Policy DM22 is one such policy restricting building in the Countryside (not mentioned during 
the meeting) together with Policies CS16 and DM29 on Biodiversity and Habitats. Again Lord 
Carnwath ,in referring to Footnote 9 of Paragraph 14 (and subsequently to paragraph 119), 
was at pains to point out that ‘specific policies in this Framework’ “is to be read as including 
related development plan policies”. Again, (in my three minutes ) attention was brought to 
these policies but they were ignored and not mentioned by either Mr Perkin or Mr Rawson 
or by those actually involved in the decision making  process. The Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s 
report was not given any weight, moreover not even mentioned, in the planning balance 
even though it specifically states that the Application, being contrary to Policies CS16 and 
DM29, should be refused on these grounds.   
 
I am sure you are aware, Mr Ridley, that the Town and Country Act requires that the 
decision maker “will also have to identify all the other material considerations which are 
relevant to the application and to which he should have regard. He will then have to note 
which of them support the application and which of them do not, and he will have to assess 
the weight to be given to all of these considerations”. In this instance, not only were 
material considerations relevant to the Applications not discussed, but of those that were, 
there appeared to be no assessment of the weight to be given to all the considerations 
which must include the adverse policies in the LDF. The above requirement was clearly not 
met. 
 
Flooding in Halesworth is a very serious issue. Councillor Goldson raised this in the meeting 
and made a very strong case that this Application should be turned down on this one 
objection alone. He produced photographic evidence of flooding and indicated that previous 
attempts to alleviate the run-off from the Hopkins Homes site adjacent to Roman Way have 
failed. In response, one member said “we don’t have the policies to reject this application”. 
But what happened to Policy CS03 on Flooding? The members seemed to think that 
‘flooding’ in this case can be mitigated by conditions at the detailed planning stage. 
Councillor Goldson made it clear he did not think this was possible. ‘Conditions’, however, 
would only apply to the site itself, not to the water that runs off during pluvial rainfall which 
common sense says, given the amount of water involved, is impossible to mitigate. Policy 
CS03 on Flooding was not mentioned in the proceedings but that Policy makes it quite clear 
(again as stated in my three minutes) that any ‘increase’ to the risk of flooding and 
permission should not be granted. It is interesting to note that those councillors who ‘know’ 
Halesworth were all against this proposal. 
 
At the meeting, before there was any discussion, the slides shown by Mr Perkin of the site 
were biased in not portraying the true topography of the site – there was no indication of 
the height differential between the site and Roman Way which is considerable. Here the 
steeply rising bank means any housing would tower above adjacent properties in Roman 
Way and would be very prominent in the landscape. This distinguishes it from other 
available development sites in Halesworth. 
 
Finally, on the matter of “sustainability” there was little attempt by the Planners or the 
members to properly assess the pros and cons of this development on sustainable grounds. 



Again, the Town and Country Act requires the decision maker “will have to decide whether 
there are considerations of such weight as to indicate that the development plan should not 
be accorded the priority which the statute has given to it. And having weighed these 
considerations and determined these matters he will require to form his opinion on the 
disposal of the application. If he fails to take account of some material consideration or 
takes account of some consideration which is irrelevant to the application his decision will be 
open to challenge.”(see footnote 1)  A fuller list (but by no means a comprehensive one) of 
some of the adverse material considerations regarding the sustainability of this site that 
were not  considered is given in ten bullet points in the accompanying document 
(Objections to Planning Application). The repeated statement during the meeting that 
“there are no statutory objections to this Application” does not portray the level of concern 
reflected by these consultants with regard to this site as evidenced by the huge number of 
conditions (32) attached to the Application even at this outline stage. Even to mitigate 
effects, suggests there are ‘adverse’ effects that need to be mitigated. These numerous 
adverse effects were not really considered. 
 
There was clearly a failure to make a balanced judgement by considering both the adverse 
effects alongside the benefits with regard to the ‘sustainability’ of this site. Though it wasn’t 
clear from the ‘chair’ that any assessment had actually been made, there must have been a 
tacit agreement that the site was sustainable by the members voting in favour of granting 
permission. In the words of the Town and Country Act: this “assessment of the 
considerations can only be challenged on the grounds that it is irrational or perverse”. In this 
case it is both: irrational in that it fails to acknowledge well- reasoned arguments regarding 
many points of planning law, and perverse in that it stubbornly refuses to have regard to 
LDF Policies and to the evidence that indicates the site is unsustainable.  
 
Another grave concern (which can be confirmed by the audio recording) was that at least 
two councillors said they were part of the Working Group for the Local Plan and that this 
made “it very difficult to go against what we had already agreed to go forward”, i.e. this site 
being included in the Final Draft of the Local PLan 
 

 
(1)  One irrelevance to the Application considered and given weight in the meeting was the 
huge amount attention paid to the ‘affordable housing’ element – much emphasis being put 
on the lower minimum expectation in the emerging local plan (which aspect should not 
really be part of this decision process anyway) Whether the members accept or decline an 
application of this size based on a difference of a few affordable houses is irrelevant – it is 
well known that the developer is likely to renege on their commitments anyway due to 
costs. The minimum level is being lowered to 30% in the New Local Plan because 35% was 
proving to be unrealistic. 
 
Local Plan as Policy WLP4.2 . This suggests that there was a fair degree of vested interest in 
seeing this Application approved.  It is also likely that the planning department (including Mr 
Rowson and Mr Perkins) were keen to give approval to this Application for similar reasons 
which would explain the bias in the ‘planning balance’. (See accompanying document 
‘Objection to Planning Application’). 
  
I probably do not need to remind you of what you said after the Supreme Court judgement 
in May last year in the EADT, but here it is anyway: 
 



“The judgement has provided clarification on important issues of planning law and policy 
relevant not only to Suffolk Coastal but also to many councils which, like us, are seeking to 
ensure that much-needed housing is provided in the right locations. 

“Importantly, the Supreme Court Justices agreed with us that the Local Plan is a prime factor 
to be taken into account when making planning decisions. 

“This is a victory for those of us wanting to follow a proper planning process and 
communities across east Suffolk will be greatly relieved, as it shows us the strength of the 
Local Plans and gives us a defence against inappropriate development in the future”. 

 
Clearly there are those in the Waveney District Planning department who, unlike yourself, 
do not want to “follow a proper planning process”.   
 
Flooding is the single most important issue here that affects us in Halesworth, not just the 
immediate gardens and roads outside of this development, but the very heart of the town 
itself (see photographs in Objections Document).  There is clearly very little we can do at 
this stage following the decision on Tuesday, barring a ‘judicial review’ which could be very 
expensive all round or resorting to ‘publicity’ of the debacle that was Tuesday night 
regarding “proper planning process”. There is, however, one assurance that I believe is in 
your power to give us: that you would request an independent Flood Assessment before the 
final determination on this site that would specifically address the matter of pluvial flooding 
beyond the site and any increase in flooding that might occur as a result of building on this 
site. The developer will produce their own Flood Assessment, but this will be highly 
technical and not something the members could possibly judge as to its validity or viability. 
Even if done by a reputable firm, being in the pay of the developer leaves it open to being 
compromised or biased. It would talk of ‘storage and disposal’ and how they would achieve 
this, but which common sense says that under extreme condition are not options that are 
either feasible or effective.  
 
This independent Flood Assessment we are requesting should be checked and 
authenticated by the Environment Agency. I am surprised they have not been consulted so 
far given that there is a known historic Town Dump on the site and there is possible 
contamination resulting from this in the water courses if disturbed. The E.A. has the 
ultimate responsibility for ensuring that there is no increase to the risk of flooding beyond 
the site itself as a result of this development. As Head of Planning I trust this is not beyond 
your remit to oversee and discharge. 
 
All 50 or so Halesworth residents who attended the meeting were shocked by the events of 
Tuesday night, many of them being aware of the policies this decision contravened – I 
personally had taken great encouragement from your words in the EADT, but this fiasco just 
adds to the loss of faith in the Planning system which is becoming so widespread. As a 
member of the Steering Group for our emerging Neighbourhood Plan, I seriously question 
whether it is worth the bother being involved in this way when the Planners themselves fail 
to follow the guidelines provided. Obviously, due to the ‘rules’ nothing could be said at the 
time, but there are now a great many very angry Halesworth residents who seem to have a 
better grasp of planning law than the members of your own Planning department. 
 
We respectfully request a speedy response to this letter because, as you will know, we only 
have a few weeks to organise a Judicial Review should we decide to go down that route. 
 
 



 
 

 Dear Mr Fagg                                                                                          8th May 
   

 
 

  
I have now carefully read your letter and enclosures, as well as listened to the recording ( in 
part) and reviewed the Planning Committee Report as well as the case file to see all the 
comments/details submitted. This is a comprehensive set of information which I will 
comment on below. 
  
Prior to this, I note that you are wanting a speedy reply to your letter as the “clock” is 
counting down for any potential submission of a Judicial Review. As the Planning Committee 
gave authority to me to issue the Decision Notice on the completion of the S106 Agreement 
I can confirm that the “clock” only starts when the Decision Notice is finally issued. It may be 
a few more weeks ( at least) before the s106 Agreement is resolved. You will be notified 
when that takes place and you then have up to 6 weeks from that date to lodge papers for a 
JR, if that is what you decide to do. 
  
Your concerns hone down to two main issues. Firstly the process of giving appropriate 
weight to current and emerging local plan policies having regard to the lack of a five year 
housing supply. Secondly the issues of flood risk. 
  
As you have stated I was not at this PC meeting. However I did review the papers for the 
meeting and in particular this application, given the sensitivities and wider interest in the 
assessment of the local plan policy framework. I should also stress that when Councillors 
consider applications they do so having regard to the written report, officer presentation 
and the public speaking that may take place. I note your concerns regarding some of the 
questioning on these matters but notwithstanding your concern , having reviewed the 
Minutes, and all the paperwork, I am content that the PC’s decision on this matter is legally 
sound and they were clearly advised on the planning balance to be considered. I know you 
may well disagree with this position but I am mindful of Para 47 of the NPPF which is 
requiring decision makers to significantly boost the supply of housing. As you state I am 
familiar with the legal framework to planning decision challenges and be reassured that my 
role is to ensure sound advice is provided , acknowledging that on occasions there may be 
resistance to the view put forward. Many councils are in a similar position on housing supply 
and developing new policies but I agree with the written report that I could not resist the 
proposal on prematurity grounds when all technical and other matters had been 
satisfactorily resolved/or were capable of being resolved through condition. 
  
I also note you comments on affordable housing. If you were to review a number of 
Planning Appeal decisions you will note that Inspectors do give great weight to the delivery 
of affordable housing in applying the tilted balance. The PC were advised appropriately 
here. 
  
In respect of flooding I note that Suffolk CC as Lead Flood Authority did not object to the 
proposals. Nor did Anglian Water. They recommended that appropriate conditions be 
imposed on the application if the scheme were to be approved. These are the technical 
experts , and acknowledging there is a lot of local knowledge being presented taking a 
contrary view and I note your photographs in your submission,  it would have been 
unreasonable to refuse this application on these grounds alone.   The applicants will have to 
comply with these conditions as part of any Reserved Matters submission so you and your 
fellow residents have an opportunity to scrutinise the details and to hopefully be content 



that the development is not adding to any known local concerns and is mitigating its own 
impacts. I note your request for me to commission an independent assessment. I do not 
consider this is necessary but I can assure you that when further details are submitted for 
consideration we will consult SCC as Lead Flood Authority and be guided by their technical 
knowledge to ensure these important matters are properly and fully addressed. 
  
I appreciate that the contents of this letter may be disappointing for you but please be 
assured that the application was given very careful scrutiny and that whilst you do not agree 
with the decision I have sought to ensure , like all our decisions, that it is made in a lawful 
way playing due regard to process accepting in this particular case the planning policy 
position is complicated as we move from the current local Plan to the new plan in times 
where we do not have a robust land supply position. 
  
If you wish to discuss any matters please give me a call. 
  
Thanks 
  
Philip 
  
 
   

 

 
 
 

 
Dear Mr Ridley,                                                                                                   10th May 
    
Thank you for replying to my letter and I appreciate that you will have spent some time 
doing so at what must be a busy time for you. This letter will be succinct and to the point in 
the hope of eliciting a more appropriate response from you, given the seriousness of the 
situation which I believe amounts to maladministration. 
  
You completely avoided addressing the substantive issues in my letter regarding Planning 
Law and Government Guidelines that your Planning Officers and the Council Members failed 
to follow. Please could you address the following four questions? 
  
1. Why did they fail to give ‘priority’ to the Statutory Local Plan?  (You will remember it 
was said that the ‘neither plan was to be followed’ as indicated by Mr Rowson). The legal 
status of the LDF should not be in question with regard to making a decision on this 
Application. Lord Carnwath’s judgement states that “Paragraph 14 of the NPPF cannot, and 
is clearly not intended to, detract from the priority given by statute to the development 
plan.”  There are seven LDF policies with which this Application is in conflict (listed and 
discussed in my ‘Objection to Planning Application’ doc.) Only one was mentioned. 
  
2. Why did they not acknowledge that LDF Policies on the Countryside are not invalidated 
by NPPF Para 49 and 14 regarding the shortage of housing supply and thereby be given 
their due weight? (As decreed Lord Carnwath). 
I also really need to know why the exemption clause in Para 14 (and footnote 9) is not 
applicable in this case given what Lord Carnwath said about related policies in Local Plans. 
(See ‘Objections to Planning Application’ document at the bottom of page 5). It seems very 
clear to me, but again, are your District Planners simply ignoring this? 
  



3. Why did your officers and the council members ignore Policies CS16 and DM29 on 
habitats and biodiversity?  These were brought to their attention by myself and others (and 
Suffolk Wildlife Trust) but never mentioned or taken into account either in the Planners 
Balancing statement or in the planning meeting, in spite of Suffolk Wildlife Trust‘s insistence 
they should be. 
  
4. Why was there not a ‘Sequential Flood Risk Test’ carried out?  Government Guidance 
states that if the site is in Zone 1 it is exempt from such a test “unless there are flooding 
issues in the area of the development”. The SFRA (9.3.19) indicates Halesworth is at risk of 
flooding and that high property densities situated on both sides of the river, which runs 
through the centre of the Town (the Chediston watercourse adjacent to the Application 
Site), exacerbate flooding situations. 
  
5. Please can you inform me of any Council Members at the meeting who were involved in 
Working Groups for the Local Plan? I know of at least two who failed to declare a ‘vested 
interest’ and felt compromised regarding making a decision on this Application. 
  
I would like you to regard this letter as a formal complaint, though I am aware that there is 
no point in going through your ‘Complaints Procedure’ as it specifically states that it cannot 
deal with legal issues. Your response to the four questions, however, would be a good start 
to allaying my concerns over this matter. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
Michael Fagg 
 
 
 
 
Dear Mr Fagg                               30th May 
 
I acknowledged receipt of your e-mail and advised it would be a little while before I could 
respond. I note in your e-mail you ask for this to be treated as a formal complaint but not to 
go through the complaints procedure of the council. Notwithstanding this all 
queries/concerns regarding the operation of my teams is treated with equal high 
significance. 
  
You will have noted that the Minutes to the April planning Cttee, where this application was 
considered, were published and formally agreed at the May meeting. These can be found on 
the website. On reading these Minutes I consider it properly confirms the decision making 
considerations of the Planning Cttee and repeats the advice I provided in answer to your 
original letter. 
  
I fully appreciate that it may appear to the “layman” ( and I do not mean any negative 
inference on you or your fellow objectors given your letter clearly shows a good grasp and 
understanding of matters) that where development is contrary to policy in a current 
adopted plan it should be rejected. That is not necessarily always the case as there may be 
material reasons to go against the policy advice. In this instance weight had to be given to 
the land supply position and therefore the engagement of Paras 14 and 49 of the NPPF 
which are part of the governments drive to significantly boost the supply of housing (para 
47). I acknowledge your concerns on the weight to be given but on reviewing the case I am 



satisfied that the advice provided to members was legally sound and the resolution of the 
committee defendable. 
  
As I advised previously the application has not yet been determined as the S106 matters 
need to be resolved. However there has also been a recent European Court case relating to 
Habitat Regulations Assessment which may have implications for this application which I am 
considering. If I need to refer this item back to Planning Cttee I will let you know asap. 
  
I can confirm that Cllrs Clackett, catchpole, Elliot, Groom Pitchers, Brooks and Ashdown are 
on both the PC and LPWG. ( Unfortunately Cllr Allen was on both but you may have read she 
recently passed away) 
  
I hope this provides you with some further clarification on these matters but if you wish to 
discuss further please do not hesitate to call 
  
Thanks 
  
Philip 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Dear Mr Ridley,        June 5th 
  
Thank you for replying to my letter of 10th May.  It is difficult for me to respond as you did not 
answer most of the questions I asked you. However here are a few comments which I believe are 
relevant. 
  
First with regard to the Minutes for the Committee Meeting on April 17th: I am surprised you are so 
confident in your legal position – of course the minutes only record what was said, not what was 
‘omitted’ from being said. The fact is that Policies CS16 and DM29 were not even mentioned. And 
now, yet again, you yourself refuse to respond to this point (no.3 in my last letter). This omission 
demonstrates clearly that priority has not been given to the Local Plan. I use the word ‘priority’ 
advisedly, not in the colloquial sense that you imply a layman may understand that “where 
development is contrary to policy in a current adopted plan it should be rejected”, but as the 
“starting point” (Lord Carnwath) for weighing up the material considerations. Hence my concluding 
statement to the Members was  “Giving due weight to the Application’s conflict with LDF statutory 
Policies, and taking into account the many adverse impacts as ‘material considerations’, planning 
permission should be refused. May I again remind you of what you said in the EADT: “Importantly, 
the Supreme Court Justices agreed with us that the Local Plan is a prime factor to be taken into 
account when making planning decisions.” How can you now suggest otherwise? 
  
Coming back to the legality of omitting LDF Policies on Habitat and Diversity from the Balancing 
statement of the Planners and from the debate at the meeting, I have already pointed out to you in 
my original letter what the Town and Country Act requires is that the decision maker “will have to 
decide whether there are considerations of such weight as to indicate that the development plan 
should not be accorded the priority which the statute has given to it. And having weighed these 
considerations and determined these matters he will require to form his opinion on the disposal of 
the application. If he fails to take account of some material consideration or takes account of some 



consideration which is irrelevant to the application his decision will be open to challenge.”Please note 
my underlining. 
  
Another LDF Policy which was not considered in the planning balance or in the Planning Meeting was 
Policy DM27 on Protection of Landscape Character in Tributary Valley Farmland. Mr Perkins in his 
‘Planning Considerations’ notes that this “policy was considered inconsistent with the NPPF through 
the appeal at Laurel Farm,” nr Beccles.  It should be remembered that whilst subsequent National 
Policy may be another material consideration to weigh against the presumption in favour of the 
development plan, it does not undermine the statutory status of the LDF. As a statutory policy DM27 
should have been part of Mr Perkins ‘Planning Balance’.  This together with the policies CS16 and 
DM29 on Habitat and Biodiversity will no doubt be part of your deliberations regarding the recent 
European Court Case you mentioned in your letter. It does seem from first reading that the 
conclusions from that Case means you will need to revisit how this has been dealt with, in particular 
the suggested ‘mitigation’ measures that enable Mr Perkins to come to the conclusion that the 
development is not in conflict with DM27.   I trust that when you refer this back to the planning 
committee you will now highlight how this aspect and the related policies were completely omitted 
from their planning considerations on April 17th. 
  
The other point you make in your letter is that “In this instance weight had to be given to the land 
supply position and therefore the engagement of Paras 14 and 49 of the NPPF”. You again fail to 
respond to my question in my most recent letter at Point 2 and also the point I made  in my original 
letter regarding the exception in Para 14  to this ‘presumption in favour of granting permission’”. 
This exception (of which I am sure you are well aware) is that “unless specific policies in this 
Framework indicate development should be restricted”. More specifically, again I ask you, “Can you 
explain why Lord Carnwath’s ruling on this should not apply in this instance?”  This seems especially 
pertinent (as I made clear in my first letter to you) because Lord Carnwath, in referring to Footnote 9 
of Paragraph 14 (and subsequently to paragraph 119), was at pains to point out that ‘specific policies 
in this Framework’ “is to be read as including related development plan policies.” 
  
There are two other points here. The first is that any Inspector at an Appeal, with the ratification of 
the New Local Plan being imminent, would not regard the shortage in housing supply (only 0.5 of the 
five year supply) as such a pressing issue and he would afford it less weight on account of this. Your 
planning officers gave it undue weight in this respect – in fact nothing else was of any import. 
  
 The other point is that the minutes of that meeting clearly indicate that there was no consideration, 
in sustainable terms, of the considerable ‘adverse impacts’ of this development which have been 
highlighted in several places – not least in the dozens of responses from the public. This is a further 
omission of ‘material considerations’ that ‘significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits’ and 
which should have led to refusal anyway. This is of course my opinion, but the failure was not to 
take these ‘adverse impacts’ into consideration at all. This is another case of where a committee 
member, “If he fails to take account of some material consideration ….. his decision will be open to 
challenge.” If you are in any doubt as to the sustainability of this site with respect to the NPPF, in 
spite of what your planners say, then I refer you to my submission responding to the Final Local Plan 
where it can be seen that it falls foul of at least fifteen NPPF Policies. 
  
I am pleased that the application has as yet not been determined on account of the S106 matters. It 
may not have reached you yet, but I have submitted a ‘Complaint’ regarding some of the Committee 
Members failing to follow Waveney protocol and to declare a non-pecuniary interest at that 
planning meeting on account of being involved with Local Plan Working Groups. When you read this 



complaint, you may think my expectation that the Application be ‘resubmitted’ for redetermination 
is unrealistic, but that may have to be decided by the Local Government Ombudsman. 
  
My strong feeling is that there should be a suspension of any further decision regarding this 
Application (specifically regarding S106) until the Inspector rules on its ‘soundness’ for inclusion the 
Local Plan in the autumn, and/or until the Local Government Ombudsman makes a ruling as to the 
failure of the Committee Members to follow protocol and what action may be required as a result. 
Any further decision should also be delayed until, if it comes to this, a Judicial Inquiry is held. 
  
I am sorry again for such a lengthy response but I am still looking for a proper response and answers 
to my questions. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
Michael Fagg 
 
 
Dear Mr Ridley,        July 4th 
  
It is now a month since I wrote to you (5th June) and I assume you are not responding 
either because you choose not to or are too busy (which I appreciate you may well be). 
  
I am writing to remind you that you said you would (and I trust that meant personally?) 
notify us of when the S106 Agreement on this Planning Application would be resolved so we 
can lodge papers for a JR. My thought on this is that S106 should be delayed until the 
Inspector for the Local Plan has had an opportunity in October to determine the soundness 
of this site for inclusion in the LP. That way a JR may not be necessary as his conclusions 
(either way), after due scrutiny, are likely to be the same as a JR Inspector and the issue of 
the ‘shortage of housing supply’ will be resolved by then. 
 
Incidentally, I trust that you will be including in the S106 a considerable CIL contribution 
towards  the huge cost of a new sewer to run down Chediston Street to service this 
development. Quite why the public should have to foot the majority of this bill for 
this unnecessary expense is beyond me! I say 'unnecessary' because, as you are aware, 
other alternative sites exist which would not incur this 'unsustainable' cost. 
  
 
In reply to my original letter you said you did not consider it necessary to commission an 
independent flood risk assessment. You will understand our concerns when you know that 
the Developer's own commissioned FRA for the outline permission states that "The SFRA 
does not specifically mention surface water flooding to be an issue in Halesworth", but the 
SFRA (9.3.19) indicates "Halesworth is at risk of flooding and that high property densities 
situated on both sides of the river, which runs through the centre of the Town (the Chediston 
watercourse) exacerbate flooding situations." 



It should also be noted that this site lies within an area identified by the SFRA (9.3.1) as 
having issues that “warrant special attention related to flood risk assessments for 
developments in these areas.” 
  
In the light of your comment regarding an independent FRA being unnecessary,  we shall 
be likely to commission our own FRA to make sure that an independent assessment of the 
flood risk is considered alongside the Developer's. For this we shall need to know when the 
applicants submit their detailed flooding specifications to comply with the conditions in the 
Reserved Matters and how we can access these - are they published prior to the Detailed 
Planning stage and on what platform? Also, do we have any opportunity to give input at the 
detailed planning stage and, if so, how and when can this be realised? 
  
Finally, you mentioned in your last letter a recent European Court case relating to Habitat 
Regulations Assessment and you said you would let me know (asap) regarding referring this 
back to the Planning Committee - I would indeed be grateful if you would keep me in the 
loop regarding this. 
  
I hope you will find time to respond to the comments and questions I have raised in this 
email. 
  
Many thanks for your attention in this matter, 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
Michael Fagg 
 
 
 

 
 

   

 
 

Dear Michael,         July 4th 
 
I am still awaiting legal advice relating to the court decision. When i get this , and consider 
next steps, i will update you further.  
 
Until this is resolved i will not be in a position to issue the planning decision. 
 
P 
 


